
Brake equipment of a passenger car 

 

 

The passenger car is the base element of a classical passenger train. Its brake equipment is quite similar to 
the one of a wagon, at least with regards to the car body equipment. 

 

Equipment in car body 

Passenger cars are equipped with both pipes: 

• The Brake Pipe (BP) 
• The Main Reservoir Pipe (MRP). 

Both pipes are connected to the pipes of the adjacent cars (or of the locomotive) by means of half flexible 
couplings linked, at each end, to a stop cock that enables, during uncoupling operations, to isolate the train 
portion downstream as well as to vent the flexible couplings to avoid their disconnection under pressure (which 
could be dangerous for the operating agent).  

On the BP is connected – except rare cases – a single distributor valve, generally mounted on a holder which 
ensures functions of supporting under frame and of connection to BP rigid piping. Modern passenger cars can 
however use the panel technology for pneumatic components. 

Are also connected to the holder: 

• A relay valve that enables shorter response times, even use higher brake cylinders pressures to 
increase the braking capacity. 

• The control reservoir, often directly flanged on the holder. 
• The rigid piping to the auxiliary reservoir, supplied by the distributor valve (and eventually by the MRP 

through a check valve), and mounted under frame. 
• Rigid piping to both bogies. 

Cocks installed between MRP and BP and the brake equipment make it possible to isolate the brake 
equipment of the car in case of problem. These cocks can be operated from both sides of the car, by means of 
handles linked by a transversal rod actuating both isolating cocks simultaneously. 

Handles installed on both sides of the car are linked by means of cables to the venting rod of the distributor 
valve, so as to enable brake release after isolation. 

Only double deck passenger cars are equipped with a load compensation of the brake force: for other cars, 
the difference of weight to be braked between tare load and maximum load generally not justifying this 
equipment. The load compensation is performed by means of a load variable relay valve, which receives a 
load pressure issued by an averaging load valve delivering a pressure equal to the average pressure issued 
by the airbags of the secondary pneumatic suspension of both bogies of the car. 

The output pressure of the relay valve is delivered to both rigid pipes supplying each of the bogies, by means 
of car body to bogie flexible hose. 

Note that some of the most recent cars - in particular the double deck cars, such as the V2N, due to their 
architecture leading to integration constraints – are equipped with brake equipment (distributor valve, relay 
valve, isolating devices) per bogie. 

Moreover, most of the cars - except the oldest ones still in operation and suburban cars with an operating 
speed lower than or equal to 140 kph – are equipped with the E.P. assist (see the corresponding page). 

  



Most of the modern passenger cars are equipped with a wheel slide protection device (see corresponding 
page). The latter is composed of an electronic unit installed in the technical cabinet, and permanently 
measuring the speed of the four axles of the car by means of speed sensors mounted on the axle boxes. This 
wheel slide protection controls two (bogie per bogie regulation) or four (axle per axle regulation) dump valves 
mounted on the car body just upstream the car body to bogie flexible hoses. 

Finally, some passenger cars are equipped with magnetic track brakes (see the page on the bogie brake 
components): the operation of this brake is ensured by means of a dedicated relay valve controlled by a 
magnet valve, which in turn is energized by a pressure switch connected to the BP and closing a contact when 
emergency braking is required. The relay valve supplies compressed air at adequate pressure to the actuators 
by means of rigid piping and a car body to bogie flexible hose. Compressed air is generally drawn from a 
dedicated auxiliary reservoir. An isolating cock can be operated by means of handles on both sides of the car, 
and enables isolation of the magnetic track brake independently from the pneumatic brake. 

 

Equipment on bogies 

The actuators are supplied by the pressure delivered by the relay valve, by means of a rigid piping on the 
bogie connected to the car body to bogie flexible hose. Each actuator is linked to this bogie rigid piping by 
means of a flexible hose absorbing the movements of the actuator in relation to the bogie frame. 

Braking of the car is ensured: 

• Either by a tread brake only (more and more rare configuration). 

• Or by a combined disc and tread brake, distribution of brake force between discs and shoes being 
predefined by means of the respective amplifications of tread brake units and disc brake units (the 
supply pressure being the same for all actuators). 

• Or by a disc brake only. 

A magnetic track brake can complete this equipment when necessary (in particular all German cars able to 
operate at speeds greater than 140 kph are systematically equipped with). 

A parking brake is generally actuated by means of a wheel that applies one of the shoes (or the pads on one 
of the discs) of a bogie by pulling on a cable actuating the parking brake handle of the concerned actuator (see 
also the page on the actuators). 

 

Particular case of passenger cars with a driving cab  

Passenger cars equipped with a driving cab also integrate, in addition to the above mentioned brake 
equipment, all devices necessary to control train braking when driving is ensured from the car driving cab (the 
locomotive pushing the train. This equipment comprises: 

• A driver’s brake valve, which is controlled by the brake handle in the car driving cab: the electric control 
circuit makes it possible to select this brake handle, and to isolate the brake handle and the driver’s 
brake valve in the locomotive at rear end; the driver’s brake valve generally includes the functions 
neutral, overcharge, control of E.P. assist. 

• A mushroom type emergency push-button for the driver, eventually a second one for the accompanying 
officer. 

• A venting device controlled by safety equipment installed in the technical cabinet of the cab. 

A back-up brake handle enables, where applicable, to control the driver’s brake valve in a pure pneumatic way 
in case of electric failure on the latter. 

 


